We show theoretically that range of reflection bands and defect modes inside the band gap can be tuned by using a one-dimensional tilted photonic crystal (TPC) structure. A TPC structure is similar to the conventional PC structure with the only difference that in this case alternate layers are inclined at certain angle in the direction of periodicity of the structure. In order to obtain the reflectance spectra of the proposed structure transfer matrix method (TMM) has been employed. From the analysis of the reflectance curve, it is found that 100% reflectance range can be varied and enhanced by using TPC structure for both (TE-and TM-) polarizations. The enhancement in reflection bands increases as the tilt angle increases for both the polarizations and hence the enlarged omni-reflectance bands are obtained. Further, we study the properties of the defect modes in TPC structure by introducing the tilted defect at the different tilt angle. The results show that defect modes (tunneling modes) can be tuned at different wavelengths by changing the tilt angle of the structure without changing other parameters. Finally, the effect of variation thickness of defect layers on the tunneling mode has been studied for both TPC and conventional PC structure. The proposed model might be used as a tunable broadband omnidirectional reflector as well as tunable tunneling or transmission mode, which has potential applications in the field of photonics and optoelectronics.
Introduction
During the past two and half decades photonic crystal (PC) structures have been an interesting and emerging field of research due to their ability to control and manipulate light inside the periodic structure. Photonic crystals also known as photonic band gap materials (PBG) are artificially fabricated periodic structures, which give rise to allowed and forbidden bands for the propagation of light. Photonic crystal structure leads to many potent applications in the filed of photonics and optoelectronics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . One of the potential applications of one-dimensional PC structure is omnidirectional optical reflector which is widely used in recent years, and a great deal of work has been done by the previous researchers [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . One-dimensional PC is attractive since their production is more feasible at any wavelength scale and their analytical and numerical calculations are comparatively simple. The total reflection bands that occur in all directions for both the polarization (TE-and TM-) are called omnidirectional reflectors or mirrors. Optical reflectors or mirrors are basically of two types, a metallic mirror and dielectric Bragg mirror. In metallic mirror, for arbitrary incident angles, light can be rejected over a wide range of wavelengths, however, at lower wavelengths, considerable amount of power is lost due the absorption. The mirrors based on multilayer dielectric structure have high reflectivity over a certain range of wavelengths but it is very sensitive to the incident angles. The omnidirectional reflectors based on PC have negligible loss compared with metallic mirrors, particularly at infrared, optical or higher frequencies. Broad band Omnidirectional reflection (ODR) region with high reflectivity of PC structure mainly depends on the two aspects; one on the selection of materials with high refractive index contrast and other on the proposed model. Several authors have proposed and developed the various model for attaining the broad band gap which includes encapsulation, identification of defects, nesting, multi-quantum well, photonic hetero structures etc. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
In the present communication we propose one-dimensional tilted photonic crystal (TPC) structure for further improvement in the model and enhancement in the omnireflectance region. A TPC structure is similar to the conventional PC structure with the only difference that in this case alternate layers are inclined at certain angle in the direction of periodicity of the structure. The proposed structure consists of a periodic array of two alternate layers of SiO 2 and Si with low and high values of refractive indices as in the conventional PC structure. Reflectance spectrum of the proposed structure has been calculated by using the transfer matrix method (TMM). Further, we investigate the defect modes in TPC structure by introducing the tilted defect at the different tilt angle for two different thicknesses of the defect layer. It is observed that defect mode can be tuned by varying the tilt angle without changing other parameters of the structure. We consider here the Si-based material in the structure because silicon (Si) gives the actual optical integration and it is a good material for the fabrication of photonic devices. It has a large refractive index with excellent mechanical and thermal properties and is compatible with Si-based microelectronics. Thus, the characteristics of Si in combination with the SiO 2 material have been investigated extensively and an omnidirectional reflector produced by them has also been reported.
Theoretical Analysis
The periodic multilayered structure consists of alternate layers of high and low refractive index along the x-axis and placed between semi infinite media of refractive indices n i (refractive index of the incident medium) and n t (refractive index of the substrate) is illustrated in the Figure 1 . The characteristics matrices for the TE (s-polarization) and TM (p-polarization) waves have the form [17, 18] 1 cos sin sin cos
where cos
for the TE wave and
θ k is the ray angle inside the layer of refractive index n k and λ is the wavelength in the incidence medium. For the tilted PC structure, due to the tilt angle of the plane of periodic multilayer structure with respect to x-axis (direction of periodicity), the thickness of low (d 1 ) and high (d 2 ) refractive index layers are modified and may be given as   The total characteristics matrix for the N period of system is given by
The reflection coefficient of the multilayered structure for TE (s-polarized) and TM (p-polarized) waves are given by [18] 
Reflectance spectra of multilayer structure can be obta q s n  ined by using the expression:
Neglecting the absorption loss of the mater si ials, expreson for the transmittance spectra can be written as
In the next section we present the num of
Results and Discussions
choose SiO 2 (n 1 = 1.5) erical analysis the proposed TPC structure for different tilt angle and show the omni-reflectance bands for both TE-and TMpolarizations. Also, numerical computation of the presence of defect modes in the band gap regions has been presented.
For the numerical computation we
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and Si (n 2 = 3.5) layers and their thicknesses are taken in accordance with the quarter wave stack condition, i.e.
 where λ 0 = 1.55 μm, which comes nm and d 2 = 110.7 nm respectively. Here, we consider the case when both the layers are tilted with the horizontal direction and the total number of pair of layer taken as N = 15, the refractive index of the substrate is n t = 1.5and light is incident from air. The reflectance spectra of multilayer structure (AB) 15 for different tilt angle α = 0˚, 10˚, 20˚ and 30˚ at incident angle θ i = 0˚ and 85˚ are plotted in the Figures 2-9 . At the normal incident angle it is found that range of 100% reflection bands increases when the tilt angle increases. For tilt angle α = 0˚ (structure is normal PC structure) width of reflection band is 863.4 nm for both TE-and TM-mode. When tilt angle has value α = 10˚, 20˚ and 30˚ the width of reflection bands found to be 867. From above discussion it can be inferred that by tilting the structure reflectance range and hence the ODR region can be enhanced appreciably without changing the other physical or optical parameters of the structure. The basic reason for the enhancement in the reflectance band of TPC structure is due to increase in the optical path length of layers, when the structure is tilted at certain angle from the horizontal direction, i.e. with direction of the periodicity of the structure. Now we show the numerical calculation of defect modes or tunnelling modes present in the reflection bands of normal and tilted PC structure. 
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larger than one of the constituent layers (n 1 and n 2 ) forming the structure (here it is ZnS with refractive index n D = 2.3), then tunnelling mode has transmission peak nearly equal to 67%. But when the refractive index of defect layer is smaller than n 1 and n 2 (here we take air n D = 1.0) then the transmission peak has value nearly equal to 85% for α = 0˚ and 10˚ while it approaches to 95% for α = 20˚ and 30˚. Further it has been observed that when the thickness of defect layer is in accordance with quarter wave stack condition then the tunnelling mode lies towards the lower wavelength side of the reflection bands for each tilt angle. From Figures 12 and 13 , we notice that by increasing the thickness of defect layer two times of the previous case i.e. equal to 0 2
, we get two tunnelling modes in the band gap region. One of the tunnelling modes lies in the lower side of band gap while other at the higher side of the band gap with the peaks having transmission equal to 97% for air defect and 92% for ZnS defect layer. In this case also we observe that both the higher and lower side modes shift to longer wavelength side when the structure is tilted from 0˚ to 30˚. Since the quality factor (Q) is defined as peak    , where peak  is the wavelength of tunnelling modes corresponding to maximum transmission and   is the wavelength at FWHM (full width at half maxima), then it can be shown that by tilting the PC structure Q-factor of the structure can also be tuned without affecting the other material parameters of the structure.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have theoretically investigated the reof TPC structure for different tilt an sity, Noida, India, his work. flection properties -gle. The analysis shows that 100 % reflectance range can be varied and enhanced by using the proposed structure for both (TE-and TM-) polarizations. The enhancement in reflection bands increases as the tilt angle increases for both the polarizations which cause the enlargement in the ODR bands. The reason for enhancement in the band gap and hence in the ODR arises due to increase in the effective optical path of the layer by tilting the structure. Further, the properties of defect modes in the band gap region have been studied. The results show that defect modes or tunneling modes can be tuned to different wavelengths by changing the tilt angle of the structure without changing other parameters. Moreover, the effect of variation of thickness of defect layers on the tunneling mode has been studied, also, for both TPC and conventional PC structure. From the study we can say that by tilting the PC structure, Q-factor of the structure may be varied without affecting the other material parameters of the structures. The proposed model might be used as a tunable broadband omnidirectional reflector as well as tunable transmission mode, which has a potential in the field of photonics and optoelectronics.
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